FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Coalesse® Launches the Visalia collection at NeoCon 2011
A fresh alternative to the classic tuxedo lounge

San Francisco, CA -- Coalesse, the leader in live/work
furnishings, is pleased to introduce the Visalia lounge collection
at NeoCon 2011. Designed by Coalesse, Visalia extends our
commitment to exceptional design, upholstery craft, and durable
comfort for today’s live/work environments.

The Origami influence of Visalia’s signature faceted geometric
profile, contrasting fabric options and die cast base express a
fresh alternative to the classic tuxedo lounge. “Visalia was
designed to be a collection that can be applied in social,
collaborative, and personal spaces without feeling over scaled
or too big,” said Coalesse Creative Director, Robert Arko. The
1, 2, and 3 seat lounges and ottoman allow for a variety of
configurations.”
-more-

It meets Level 1 and SCS Indoor air quality certifications. The
aluminum bases are made from 45% recycled content and fully
recyclable.

Priced competitively in it product category, the single seat
lounge starts at $1,735. It is available for order on September
19, 2011 though Coalesse dealers; a local list of dealers can be
found at www.coalesse.com.

For more information, visit Coalesse at booth 1032 or at
www.coalesse.com/visalia.

###
About Coalesse
Our mission at Coalesse is to create inspired live/work solutions
that are relevant for the intensive lifestyles of today. We design
solutions that enable ideas people to work comfortably in the
environment they choose - be it lifestyle or office-oriented
settings - as they toggle back and forth between activities to
meet the demands of an extended workday.

At NeoCon 2011, we are expanding our portfolio with 6 new
collections that express our commitment to this vision and offer
our customers more choices to inspire the new ways they work.
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Designed by Coalesse
The Coalesse Design Studio is located at our Design Center in San
Francisco where we focus on user and workplace research, design
and bringing new live / work solutions to life for contract interiors
and consumer markets.

